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Round Filters for Full and Half Face Masks 

Materials: 

 For both sides of the filter, we used surgical wrap.  This wrap is used for wrapping surgical 

instruments in trays as part of the sterilization process.  They are made from polypropylene as are the 

coveted N95 masks.  We have read articles that suggest 2 layers provide very good filtration. 

 Quilt batting is used for the center of the filter.  We chose Quilter’s Dreamer brand is the mid-

loft polyester. 

 The other interior material we used is a polypropylene diaper liner.  Although this is quite thin, 

the fibers are at random directions which impedes flow through them. 

Method: 

1. Draw 3.125 (three and one eight) inch circles one layer of surgical warp with the shiny side up. 

a. We used a Cricut to do this but did not have good luck cutting circles with our Cricut 

machine. The material tended to lift and we did not want to use a stronger adhesive mat 

as we did not want to degrade the integrity of our wrap material.   

b. You can get 9 circles on a12” mat. Draw one circle, then copy it over mat leaving 

spacing.  Remember to “attach” all the circles prior to cutting.  Otherwise they will butt 

up against each other. 

2. Layer from bottom to top. 

a. Surgical wrap – shiny side up 

 
b. Batting 

 

c. Diaper liner – not essential. 

 
d. Surgical wrap – shiny side up 

with circles drawn facing up

 

 

 

3. Sew layers together 

a. Do NOT pin layers together. 

b. Move needle 2mm to the left (inside the circle) 
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c. Use needle down feature 

d. Align center mark on foot and circle line.  

e. Sew, with needle down lift foot and adjust as needed to keep alignment. Then lower foot 

and continue sewing to complete circle. 

 
 

4. Cut circles apart. Then trim close to outside of drawn circle. 

 
 

5. Install filter into mask cartridge. 
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